SPECIFICATIONS

OIL MAINTENANCE UNIT – EPF-1B SERIES

DIMENSIONS:
Height: 40.5” (1029 mm)

The
Enervac
Model
EPF-1B
Oil
Maintenance Unit is a compact, extremely
portable filtration system designed for use
on-site where the contaminated oil is
located. It can be readily wheeled into
position nearby the sump or reservoir by a
single person.

Width: 25.5” (648 mm)
Depth: 22" (559 mm)
Weight: 125lbs (57 kg)
STANDARD VOLTAGE:
120VAC-1PH-60Hz, 10 amp
POWER CONNECTION - 15 ft.
3-conductor rubber insulated power
cable

The EPF-1B is totally self-contained and
only requires connection to electrical
utilities for operation.
The standard
features of the EPF are detailed inside this
brochure. This unit incorporates a reliable
gear pump that includes an integral relief
valve to prevent over- pressurization of the
system.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE:
FLO W - 6 US Gallons per minute
FLUID - Hydraulic or lube oil, 600
SSU max.
PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE 50 psig
MOTOR - 1 / 3 HP, 1200 rpm
capacitor start
HOSES - one suction and one
discharge (optional)
DOLLY - Two wheel with double
handles. Wheels 8” dia. Polyolefin
600 lbs. capacity
FILTRATION - Standard unit
equipped with Enervac model EP718-10 filter element (10 micron) or
as specified
INLET STRAINER - Y Type 25 mesh
Enervac Corporation
280 Holiday Inn Drive
Cambridge, Ontario
Canada
N3C 1Z4
(P)1-519-651-1034
(F)1-519-651-1038

For more
information
scan the
code!

APPLICATIONS:
 Hydraulic Oils
 Turbine Oils
 Compressor Seal Oils
 Synthetic Fluids
 Insulating Oils
 Cutting and Cooling Oils
 Quenching Oils
 Vacuum Pump Oils
 Solvents

A complete selection of long lasting high
quality filter cartridges with various micron
selectivities are available for use with the
EPF-1B. Refer to the enclosed information
pertaining to these elements. The design
of the EPF-1B facilitates quick and easy
change out of spent filter cartridges.

Today your hydraulic, lubricating and synthetic oils are too expensive to waste. They
are in short supply and for environmental reasons are more difficult to dispose of.
Oil is the lifeblood of your machines. Constantly moving, working, controlling. But
work makes dirt and dirt reduces system efficiency. Temperatures rise and the
oxidation rate accelerates forming sludges and varnishes. When you keep your oil
clean, you keep your machines running smoothly at peak performance. The
ENERVAC system is designed to clean oil when and wherever you need it without
stopping your machines!
By making sure the oil you use is clean, you will save wear and tear on your
equipment, reduce maintenance costs and save yourself the expense of frequent
component replacement.
RECOVERY AND PURIFICATION SOLUTIONS THAT
W O R K F O R Y O U R B U S I N E SS.

